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Introduction
Proliferative Myositis (PM), first described by Kern in 1960, is a 

rare pseudosarcomatous lesion with special predilection for trunk and 
upper extremities, though it rarely involves the head and neck region 
[1]. Majority of the patients are over the age of 45 years, but it may 
be seen in children also [2]. Its rapid growth and bizarre microscopic 
appearance often lead to misdiagnosis of soft tissue sarcoma [3]. Herein, 
we are reporting a similar interesting case of proliferative myositis in 
female child, diagnosed on histopathology.

Case Report
 A 7 year old female child was admitted in YCR hospital, Latur 

with complaint of painless swelling in right submandibular region, 
since last 3 months. The patient had no history of trauma. On physical 
examination, immobile mass measuring 4 × 4 cm was palpated in right 
submandibular region. The lump was not fixed to overlying skin and 
fixed to deeper tissue. It did not appear to be inflamed. Laboratory 
examination revealed leucocytosis with a White Blood Cell count of 
13,200/mm3. 

 Ultasonographic findings showed a hypoechoic lesion involving 
the right mylohoid muscle without prominent vascularity, suggesting 
a soft tissue neoplasm. Considering the ultrasonographic findings, 
Fine needle aspiration cytology was planned and performed which 
was reported as inconclusive aspirate. However, in view of high clinical 
suspicion of soft tissue neoplasm, the lesion was widely excised and sent 
to histopathology department.

On gross examination, we received a nodular mass measuring 4 × 3 
× 3 cm. The cut surface was solid, grey white, soft to firm in consistency. 
No evidence of areas of haemorrhages and necrosis (Figure 1).

Microscopy revealed poorly circumscribed lesion showing cellular 
proliferation of fibroblasts surrounding the muscles and very large 
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Figure 1: Gross photograph showing nodular grey white soft tissue mass.

Figure 2: Microscopic appearance of proliferative myositis showing proliferating 
fibroblast with intermixed ganglion like cells (10X).

Figure 3: Figure showing ganglion like cells (40X).

basophilic cells with vesicular nuclei and prominent nucleoli resembling 
ganglion cells. Few strips of muscle fibre noted at the periphery. There 
were no abnormal mitotic figures noted (Figures 2 and 3). Thus, the 
case was finally diagnosed as proliferative myositis on histopathology. 
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Discussion
Proliferative myositis is rapidly growing benign soft tissue 

tumor often misdiagnosed as sarcoma [3]. It was first described by 
Kern in 1960 [1]. The lesion predominantly seen in trunk and upper 
extremities, though it rarely involves the head and neck muscles [1,4] . 
It is characterized as a firm, painless soft tissue mass. It measures 1-6 cm 
in diameter, rarely associated with tenderness or pain. It may double in 
size within a period of few days [5].

 The symptoms of PM are nonspecific and the diagnosis always 
based on histological examination of tissue obtained by biopsy or 
excision of mass [5]. Adults are usually affected with a peak incidence 
between 40 and 70 years [3]. Reports of cases in children are extremely 
uncommon [6-8]. Most of the patient reports a rapidly enlarging soft 
tissue mass, usually affecting shoulder girdle and upper extremity [3]. 
Proliferative myositis may also rarely involve the soft tissue of head and 
neck [3,4]. In series of 33 cases reported by Enzinger and Dulcey, 18 
involved shoulder and arm whereas only 4 cases arose from anterior 
chest wall [5].

Ultrasonography showed solid, ill-defined, soft tissue mass causing 
an expansion of right myelohoid muscle. Many cases of proliferative 
myositis shows a typical checkerboard, dry-cracked mud, or scaffolding 
like appearances, which is a valuable sonographic finding for an 
accurate diagnosis of proliferative myositis [6]. Proliferative myositis 
typically appears as pale gray or scar like induration of the involved 
skeletal muscle. Histologically, it shows proliferating connective tissue 
surrounding the viable muscle fibers and bizarre giant cells having close 
resemblance to ganglion cells or rhabdomyoblasts. The distinction 
between Proliferative Myositis and other pseudosarcomatous condition 
is extremely difficult.

The term pseudosarcoma includes three benign soft tissue tumors: 
nodular fascitis, Proliferative Myositis, and proliferative fascitis. Of the 
three, Proliferative Myositis is the least common, with fewer than 100 
cases reported in the literature [3].The first three cases were presented 
in abstract form by Ackerman in 1958 [9]. The disease was subsequently 
named by Kern, who reported seven cases in 1960 [3]. Enzinger and 
Dulcey reported the largest series of 33 cases in 1967 [5]. Although PM 
is rare it is an important clinical entity because of confusion with high-
grade sarcoma [3].

In childhood cases the important differatial diagnosis is 
rhabdomyosarcoma [10]. The history of rapidly enlarging mass of 
shorter duration and maximum size less than 3 cm favours reactive 
process than a sarcoma. Ganglion like cells of Proliferative Myositis 
lacking cross- strations show more cytoplasmic basophilia than 
rhabdomyoblast histologically too [10]. The immunohistochemical 
profile also shows negativity for desmin, myoglobin, and myogenin 
in the ganglion like cells [11]. The etiology of Proliferative Myositis is 
unknown. Approximately one third of patients will report a history of 
recent trauma to exact location of the lesion. Subclinical vascular injury 
may also be a precipitating event [3,6]. The prognosis of patient with 
Proliferative Myositis is excellent [1].

The current therapeutic approach involves understanding of self-
limited nature of disease. Investigation includes fine needle aspiration 
cytology or incisional biopsy to exclude malignancy, and close follow up 
of the patient. However, complete excision of lesion may be necessary 
in cases with inconclusive biopsy findings. It is adequately treated by 
local excision. 

Conclusion
Proliferative myositis, a pseudosarcomatous lesion of skeletal 

muscle, is quite rare in the pediatric population. While benign, it is 
not always recognized as such, and may be treated with an extensive 
resection. We highlight the importance of considering proliferative 
myositis in the differential diagnosis of a soft tissue mass, which 
ultimately might prevent an overly aggressive resection in a child.
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